
Setting up the new (2012) PCUUC sound system

There are three white canvas bags containing the parts:
1. Tall skinny bag has the speaker and the pole
2. Small square bag has the amp, power cable, and speaker cable
3. Big flat bag has the base
4. There's also the small canvas tote bag with microphones, cables, etc.

Setting up the speaker:
1. Lay the speaker on its side on a table.
2. Screw the pole into the bottom of the speaker.  One end of the pole is marked 

“bottom”, that end goes into the stand (it's on the bottom when the whole thing is 
set up).  

3. Screw the base onto the other end of the pole.
4. Stand the whole thing up and place it to the side of the lectern about 4 feet away 

and slightly in front of the lectern.

Setting up the amp:
1. Place the amp on the stand, with the controls facing away from the congregation.
2. Connect the speaker cable between the amp and the speaker.  It plugs in straight 

and then twists clockwise.
3. Connect power cable
4. Plug in microphone(s).
5. Turn down all volume knobs (red knobs).  Turn yellow Power knob clockwise to 

power up.
6. Turn up volume knobs as needed.  Microphones usually go about 1 o'clock.

Taking down and putting away:
1. Turn off power
2. Unplug cables.  Speaker cable unplugs by pulling on metal tab and twisting 

counter-clockwise before pulling out.
3. Unscrew pole from speaker and from stand, and put everything back into bags.
4. Amp bag goes on shelf, speaker stands up next to story carpet and hymnal cart. 

Stand fits in with lectern, behind the hymnal cart.  Tote bag with mics and cables 
wherever it fits.

Contact Scott Helmke with any questions/problems (734-604-9340, 
scott@scotthelmke.com).


